08:15AM
57 SECURITY BREACH
ATTEMPTS. STOPPED.

With Advanced Threat Protection, it’s

business on.

12:37PM
19 MALICIOUS TARGETED
ATTACKS AVERTED.

Proofpoint Advanced Threat Protection

When business fears nothing,

business can do anything.

This is a person.
Your company is made up of many people like him. People
who are busy creating, building, inspiring, innovating, and
connecting. Lots of connecting. And sometimes, because
they’re busy juggling so much, those people make mistakes.
It’s why they’re almost always the target of cyberattacks;
through their email, their data, their social media, or their
mobile applications.
Proofpoint knows that your greatest resource is the people that make up
your company. That’s why we give you the insight to detect threats and
the tools to stop them before they even reach your employees.
When advanced threats are stopped before a breach can occur, your
people are free to focus on all the creating, building, inspiring, innovating,
and communicating that they do so well. They’re free to create more
value for your company.
Proofpoint detects attacks before they happen by:
		

• Watching the flow of the attack channels to provide
comprehensive protection

		

• Correlating information about bad actors and tools across 		
the attack chain, updating defenses continuously
• Protecting everything wherever and whenever people work

Keeping threats from the inbox means
we can keep innovating—while giving
IT peace of mind.

02:53PM
27 MALICIOUS ATTACHMENT
ATTACKS NEVER GET A
CHANCE TO ADVANCE.

Proofpoint Advanced Threat Protection

When threats are off,

business is on.

You want business to hum? Make sure your people and the
data they use are truly secure and compliant. That’s when
productivity and success accelerate. Proofpoint safeguards
your most vital productivity assets—the humans that make
your business tick. Through comprehensive protection across
the employee platform, environment, and device spectrum, we
ensure that your business never falters, even if attacks occur.
Proofpoint allows business to keep moving forward by:
• Detecting advanced threats quickly and effectively
• Delivering end-to-end, real-time insight
• Deploying quickly to defend people
		

• Reducing attack surfaces, finding the sensitive data,
and protecting it as it is sent, stored, and archived

		

• Detecting security risks on social platforms and
preventing compliance violations

Because we fear attacks less,
our people can do so much more.

06:26PM
MALICIOUS EMAIL MESSAGES
DIDN’T MAKE IT INTO WORK TODAY.

Proofpoint Advanced Threat Protection

The best way to avoid a
security aftermath is with
a before strategy.

Sometimes, even despite being diligent about detection
and militant about protection, attacks worm their way into
your enterprise. That’s when you need to respond fast,
so your people can get back to business as usual without
productivity loss.
Solutions that stay ahead of the bad guys enable your employees to quickly
mitigate threats so that business never needs to slow down, even when
under attack.
Proofpoint instantly verifies, prioritizes, and contains advanced threats and
targeted attacks detected by industry leading security vendors through:
• Situational Awareness		

• Infection Verification

• Threat Containment		

• Automated Workflows

Instead of looking over our
shoulder for threats, we keep
our eyes on business.

Proofpoint provides protection against the most complex cyber threats across
any network or any device. Our comprehensive solution detects threats before
they happen, analyzes them to assess the risks, and provides the tools and
support to quickly contain and resolve incidents. With this strategy, we aim to
solve the advanced threat problem in a truly unique way—by putting your people
at the heart of everything you do.

Because people are everything to a business.

• It’s not just about stopping advanced
threats, it’s about protecting people.
• By securing the information people
create and use, Proofpoint reduces the
attack surface and compliance risk.
• When you can act more quickly
before, during, and after an attack,
business is always on.

We seize the threats.
You seize the day.
How effective is your current security?

Put your security to the test with our cybersecurity assessment tool. We’ll come evaluate and
assess potential threats that are getting through your current IT environment. Schedule a meeting
today to receive an audit report validating the current state of your security effectiveness.
LEARN MORE >>

